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“God first” is the motto of the General Conference Stewardship Ministries Department. As a truth that originated from Jesus (Matthew 6:33), this slogan is much more than a catchy hashtag on our social media platforms. It challenges all of us to move from a mere philosophical acquiescence of the importance of God to a practical adoption of the right priorities in our lives.

Observe the nature that surrounds us. Hear the song of the birds. Gaze in awe at the picturesque romp of the squirrels and deer. Admire the intensity of the colors of the flowers, their exquisite perfume, and the soft texture of their velvety petals. Who designed such beautiful nature? The Only and True God, our Creator, Provider, and Redeemer.

In confirmation, John wrote: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made” (John 1:1–3).

One time a professor was seeking to teach the importance of making priorities to her class. To do so, she pulled out a large glass jar that was filled with fist-size rocks. She then asked her class if the jar was full. “Yes,” they all responded. Then she brought out a pail of pea-size chunks of gravel and shook them into the jar, down around the larger rocks. “Is the jar full now?” she asked again. “Probably not,” they responded. They were getting wiser. Then she brought out a container of sand and poured it into the jar . . . . “You have to set your priorities in life consciously, otherwise, the details of life, the sand, the gravel, etc., will swallow up your time.”
What kind of marriage do you have? Do you feel happy and satisfied most of the times, or do you mostly find yourself sad and angry, wishing you had listened to your parents about taking things more slowly? It doesn’t take much to realize—once you begin to read the marriage research literature or speak to other married couples you know well—every couple will experience difficult times in their marriage. There are no perfect marriages because there are no perfect people. However, many of the couples we work with tend to see their marriage as dysfunctional. . . . Yet it is very normal for two imperfect people to have differences in their view of the world. This means every marriage will experience the challenge of dealing with conflict.

Many people know what medicine to take or natural remedy to apply for an upset stomach, a sore throat, or a sprained muscle. And if they are perplexed by some physical malady, they will make the necessary arrangement to resort to a physician or health practitioner. Would they go to a mental health professional if they experienced thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that disturbed them significantly? Probably not. And probably because of stigma. These examples remind us of how poorly equipped we are to face adverse mental and emotional symptoms. We cannot forget that it is our duty, as God’s stewards, to manage our health, and there is no health without mental health.

Have you ever asked God to give you something you want, only to quickly dismiss what He gives you because you fail to recognize that the answer to your prayer is right in front of you? Have you ever prayed for something and then rejected it after God gave it to you? Well, I must confess that I have been there many times. A few years ago, I was visiting people in a community, intending to start Bible studies in preparation for an evangelistic meeting. I prayed to God to lead me to people in the community who were open to receiving the gospel. People whom God was already working on. People who were hungry for the Truth. . . . To my surprise, God answered my prayer precisely as I had asked. He sent me to the house of a lady with all the characteristics I prayed for, except she did not fit my stereotype. I did not recognize her as one who was seeking after God.
The seventh-day Sabbath is an important segment of time that we are called to manage. It is essential to revisit how to spend these sacred hours, as it has a repercussion over our being.

MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

While writing this article, my mind is wandering away reminiscing the good times I had in my childhood with my parents, and the Sabbath keeping way which was adopted by my family more than a half-century ago. I was so blessed to experience such wonderful times of how we prepared for the Sabbath to begin, welcoming and celebrating that special and blessed day.

Here’s the ‘Sabbath regulation’ in my childhood home: On Sabbath, it was absolutely no ironing, cleaning, or cooking.

Recently, at a Sabbath lunch, we were enjoying our favorite dish, a good old theological discussion. After some time, the conversation moved toward the issue of rewards and blessings. Does God currently reward the faithful, or are God’s rewards reserved for the future? What’s the nature of God’s reward: spiritual, material, or both? If there is a present reward, what’s the purpose?

Interestingly, various positions emerge among us. Christians are divided on the issue of God’s reward. For some, it is all about obeying God to enjoy a larger, present blessing, while others reject the concept of a present reward. This situation led me to revisit Malachi 3:10–12, a passage regularly cited as God’s reward for those who practice faithful tithing.

There are plenty of indications in the Bible implying that the Lord evaluates, assesses, and rates our giving or its absence. The fact that He purposely sat opposite to the treasury (Mark 12:41) and that He rated the poor widow’s offering (Mark 12:43) should tell us that even today, He is watching and assessing our giving patterns.

Another important truth is that some offerings are accepted and valued by Him, while others, irrespective of their amount, cannot be accepted and become even offensive to Him. What are some of the conditions for God to accept an offering?
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od first” is the motto of the General Conference Stewardship Ministries Department. As a truth that originated from Jesus (Matthew 6:33), this slogan is much more than a catchphrases on our social media platforms. It challenges all of us to move from a mere philosophical acquiescence of the importance of God to a practical adoption of the right priorities in our lives.

It states that it is not sufficient to do the right things; the proper sequence or order by which things are performed and organized is crucial. For example, unless we allocate our very first moments of the day to God, our first activity after we wake up, He cannot fulfill His promise that “all these things shall be added to you” (Matthew 6:33, NKJV). Christians longing for God may not be thriving in their spiritual and secular life for lack of putting God first.

This Week of prayer aims to help church members grow in practical ways by cultivating a “God first” lifestyle. Of course, we all know this is only possible when we receive a change of heart, operated by the Holy Spirit. This is our greatest need! The transformation process is activated and expands when we choose to commit and recommit. The Stewardship Revival Week provides the space for this to happen.

Even though the “God first” principle should affect all areas of life, these messages cover eight aspects related to developing our intimacy with God and our trust in Him.

Besides using these presentations during church meetings in the context of the Stewardship Revival Week, you may decide to use them in small groups, Holy Convocation events, as preaching materials, or simply as personal devotional readings during the year.

Our first thanks are to God, our Creator, Provider, and Sustainer. However, we cannot forget those who have allowed Him to use them while writing sermons: Guillermo Biaggi, Melody Mason, Willie and Elaine Oliver, Julian Melgosa, Ramon Canals, Hiskia and Ellen Missah, and Aniel Barbe.

May the Lord bless His people as He uses this simple but efficient tool to help them to put Him first.

Marcos Faiock Bomfim
GC Stewardship Ministries Director
Observe the nature that surrounds us. Hear the songs of the birds. Gaze in awe at the picturesque romp of the squirrels and deer. Admire the intensity of the colors of the flowers, their exquisite perfume, and the soft texture of their velvety petals. Who designed such beautiful nature? The Only and True God, our Creator, Provider, and Redeemer.

In confirmation, John wrote: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. Through him all things were made; without him nothing was made that has been made” (John 1:1–3). “The Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have seen his glory, the glory of the one and only Son, who came from the Father, full of grace and truth” (John 1:14). “The next day John [the Baptist] saw Jesus coming toward him and said, ‘Look, the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world!’” (John 1:29). “Andrew, Simon Peter’s brother, was one of the two who heard what John had said and who had followed Jesus. The first thing Andrew did was to find his brother Simon and tell him, ‘We have found the Messiah’ (that is, the Christ)” (John 1:40, 41). “For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever believes in him shall not perish but have eternal life” (John 3:16). The Word of God and nature present us, without a doubt, the wonderful work of the Intelligent Designer, Creator, and Jesus Christ our Redeemer.

Furthermore, David shared the appropriate human response: “Wealth and honor come from you; you are the ruler of all things. In your hands are strength and power to exalt and give strength to all. Now, our God, we give you thanks, and praise your glorious name. But who am I, and who are my people, that we should be able to give as generously as this? Everything comes from you, and we have given you only what comes from your hand” (1 Chronicles 29:12–14).

What an extraordinary worldview the Holy Scriptures provides for our life’s journey. The Lord, our God, is the Creator (therefore, He owns all the universe), and He provides for us to be able to put Him first. However, we remain human and fragile, and our decisions and promises often fail! So, how could we make a lasting and happy determination to put God first in our lives? As well as putting Him in the first place in the administration of how much or little He provides us to manage?

Five elements can assist us in putting God first. We’ll use the word “first” as an acronym:

1. “F”-Faith: To put God first, we will need faith. “Now faith is confidence in what we hope for and assurance about what we do not see” (Hebrews 11:1). It’s finally a matter of trust. He is God. He is the Creator. He is the One that provides for our needs (Philippians 4:19). He is our Savior, and He “came to seek and to save the lost” (Luke 19:10)—you and me. Therefore, as we “know through reading Holy Scriptures, faith will grow” (Romans 10:17), and we will be able to have faith in Him.

Solomon also explains it clearly: “Trust [to have faith] in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to him, and he will make your paths straight” (Proverbs 3:5, 6).
I have reflected on the great truth found in this Ellen G. White quotation: “The truth and the glory of God are inseparable; it is impossible for us, with the Bible within our reach, to honor God by erroneous opinions. Many claim that it matters not what one believes if his life is only right. But the life is molded by the faith. If light and truth is within our reach, and we neglect to improve the privilege of hearing and seeing it, we virtually reject it; we are choosing darkness rather than light.”

I want to choose the light. I want to choose Jesus. I want to put God first by faith, in all the areas of my life, including the management of what He has given me. What about you?

2. “I”-Invisible: To put “God first,” we will not only need faith, but also fix our eyes on the “invisible,” like the experience of Moses: “By faith he left Egypt, not fearing the king’s anger, he persevered because he saw him who is invisible” (Hebrews 11:27). Can we make a free choice daily and decide to settle our eyes on Jesus? (Hebrews 12:2). The Lord is invisible but real. Moses also declared: “Hear, O Israel: The lord our God, the lord is one” (Deuteronomy 6:4, emphasis added). He wants to enlighten our path!

Ellen White writes, “The Lord calls upon you . . . to look at these things with eyes enlightened not by worldly advisers, but by His Spirit. Take the Word as it reads. . . . Place yourself where the riches of the glory of heaven shall shine before you and behind you and on every side of you, because you are all light in the Lord—Letter 110, August 8, 1899, to a woman of means.”

To trust in the only One. To daily decide to come in His presence (our daily devotional time, to pray, meditate on His promises, and study the Bible), and to have a heart desire like David: “One thing I ask from the Lord, this only do I seek: that I may dwell in the house of the Lord all the days of my life, to gaze on the beauty of the Lord and to seek him in his temple” (Psalm 27:4). Do we daily take time to contemplate the “beauty of the Lord”? Let’s take time each day, early in the morning (Psalm 53), to contemplate

How could we make a lasting and happy determination to put God first in our lives?
GOD FIRST

“the splendor of his holiness” (Psalm 29:2) and to admire the qualities of His beautiful character: love (Jeremiah 31:3; John 3:16); everlasting (Hebrews 13:8); holy, true, and just (Psalm 75:7; Revelation 6:10); merciful, faithful, and compassionate (Exodus 33:19; Lamentations 3:22, 23; Hebrews 13:5). What a beautiful God we have!

3. “R”-Righteousness: To put God first, we will not only need faith and to fix our eyes on the invisible, but we will also need to experience His amazing righteousness. Paul, conscious of that fact, exclaims: ‘And be found in him, not having a righteousness of my own that comes from the law, but that which is through faith in Christ—the righteousness that comes from God on the basis of faith’ (Philippians 3:9). Yes, we need His transforming power in our lives (Romans 12:2) in order to be able to “choose correctly” and to “seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well” (Matthew 6:33, emphasis added).

When we choose to put God first, it’s because we realize He has a plan for each one of us, and Paul is assuring such extraordinary privilege for us: “We are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal through us. We implore you on Christ’s behalf: Be reconciled to God. God made him who had no sin to be sin for us, so that in him we might become the righteousness that comes from God on the basis of faith” (2 Corinthians 5:20, 21).

4. “S”-Serving God: Putting “God first” will not only need an act of faith, to fix our eyes on the invisible, and experience His righteousness, but most importantly, to answer His call to serve Him!

Isaiah explains this important experience in His life, which exemplifies what our Lord wants to do with each one of us, “Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom shall I send? And who will go for me?’” (Isaiah 6:8).

Together with Isaiah, are we ready to willingly answer such a crucial call? “Here am I. Send me!” (Isaiah 6:8, emphasis added). To experience the privilege to put God first and to daily answer His call, we must say with confidence: “I will go.”

Ellen G. White says in Steps to Christ:

What you need to understand is the true force of the will. This is the governing power in the nature of man, the power of decision, or of choice. Everything depends on the right action of the will. The power of choice God has given to men; it is theirs to exercise. You cannot change your heart, you cannot of yourself give to God its affections; but you can choose to serve Him. You can give Him your will; He will then work in you to will and to do according to His good pleasure. Thus your whole nature will be brought under the control of the Spirit of Christ; your affections will be centered upon Him, your thoughts will be in harmony with Him.

Deciding to put God first will envelope your life with peace as you commit your life to serving Him. “The soul consecrated to the service of Christ has a peace that the world cannot give or take away.”

5. “T”-Treasures: Putting God first will need from us, not only an act of faith to fix our eyes on the invisible, and experience His righteousness, as we decide to serve God, but will also be reflected in the way we manage the treasures that our heavenly Father puts in our hands, and if we are willing to put God first in its management. As good stewards, we want to hear from our Lord the words of approval: “His master replied, “Well done, good and faithful servant! You have been faithful with a few things; I will put you in charge of many things. Come and share the love your master’s happiness!” (Matthew 25:21).

In this world, we are fighting a spiritual battle with forces of evil, but our Lord wants us to be successful and to overcome all types of temptations, and to always honor Him. But the question is: “Will a mere mortal rob God? Yet you rob me. But you ask, “How are we robbing you?” In tithes and offerings. You are under a curse—your whole nation—because you are robbing me. Bring the whole tithe into the storehouse, that there may be food in my house. Test me in this,” says the Lord Almighty, ‘and see if I will not throw open the floodgates of heaven and pour out so much blessing that there will not be room enough to store it’” (Malachi 3:8–10).

What a blessing it will be for our lives, families, and churches when we apply God’s instructions in our personal experience! “Those churches who are the most systematic and liberal in sustaining the cause of God are the most prosperous spiritually.”

White, Testimonies to the Church, vol. 3 (Mountain View, CA: Pacific Press Pub. Assn., 1948), 405.⁵


Guillermo Biaggi, DMin, is vice president at the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists.
MY COMMITMENT

To pray daily this week. “Lord, help me to put You first. Help me to be faithful and generous with the resources You have used to bless my life and family. I want to put You first in all areas of my life and family, and to be faithful and generous with tithe and regular, proportional, and systematic offerings. In Jesus’ Holy name. Amen”
DARING TO GO DEEPER AND PUTTING FIRST THINGS FIRST!

BY MELODY MASON
One time a professor was seeking to teach the importance of making priorities to her class. To do so, she pulled out a large glass jar that was filled with fist-size rocks. She then asked her class if the jar was full. “Yes,” they all responded. Then she brought out a pail of pea-size chunks of gravel and shook them into the jar, down around the larger rocks. “Is the jar full now?” she asked again. “Probably not,” they responded. They were getting wiser. Then she brought out a container of sand and poured it into the jar. It filled all the cracks around the small and large rocks. “What about now?” she asked. “No!” they responded with certainty. She smiled. “You are right,” she said, as she brought out a pitcher of water and poured it into the jar.

The water soaked down through the sand and around the rocks. She stepped back with a smile. “So, what am I trying to teach you through this object lesson?” One student piped up, “You’re telling us that no matter how busy we are, we always squeeze a bit more into our schedule.” Everyone laughed. But she shook her head. “No! What I am telling you is learn to put the big rocks in the jar first, and then fit everything else around them! You have to set your priorities in life consciously, otherwise, the details of life, the sand, the gravel etc., will swallow up your time.”

And so it is with our lives today—we need to learn to put the big rocks (spiritual priorities) in our life first. This applies to our daily devotional practices, to all our stewardship habits, including our tithing and offering practices. When we put God first, it always pays in more ways than we can count. However, in today’s fast-paced world, this can often be a big challenge.

**MY PERSONAL “GOING DEEPER” STORY**

When I was a young adult, I probably could have won an award for being busy, modern-day “Martha.” By college, I was involved in multiple ministries and young adult groups, and already traveling here and there around the world. By the time I hit my 30s, I had already been in nearly thirty countries, volunteered at orphanages, held successful evangelistic campaigns, taught school in faraway jungles, and been involved with various forms of medical work as a registered nurse. However, it was about this time that I recognized there was something significant missing in my life. I was too busy, and I desperately needed a deeper walk with Jesus.

It’s easy to fool ourselves into thinking that making a decision to serve God is the equivalent to knowing God. But God is calling us to be with Him before we go and serve Him (Mark 3:14). We cannot give to others what we have not received ourselves by sitting at His feet. In fact, we are told that when Jesus returns there will be a group that will say, “Lord, I did this and I did this . . . ” And He will say, “Yes, but I never knew you! You were working apart from me” (see Matthew 7:22, 23).

While the “going deeper process” was a bit painful, I’m so grateful that God finally opened my eyes to my great need. As I began pouring
over the Word each morning, often with tears running down my face, I fell in love with Jesus as never before. My daily devotions became a vibrant worship experience that I couldn’t wait for each morning. I also learned that as I made deep, unrushed time with God a daily priority (even if I skipped a little sleep or cut out some other activity), everything else in life began to flow more smoothly.

Whenever we give God first place, He always gives back so much more. In Matthew 6:33 we are told, “But seek first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you” (NKJV).

PRACTICAL KEYS FOR GOING DEEPER

Once you’ve committed to put God first, how do you protect and guard your time with Him each day while seeking a deeper outpouring of His Spirit? The following are some of my personal tips:

1. Find your own solitary place to meet with God. Mark 1:35 tells us, “And in the morning, rising up a great while before day, he [Jesus] went out and departed into a solitary place, and there prayed” (KJV).

2. Go to bed so you can get up early. If we are going to experience all God has for us, we have to be intentional about saying “no” to some things at night so we can say “yes” to the Lord in the morning. If you struggle waking up early, just ask God to wake you up. He will!

3. Turn off all distractions, if possible. When you first get up in the morning, avoid turning on any noise or distractions that would pull your attention from God. Also, try to refrain from checking your emails, text messages, social media accounts, or any other electronic communication. Utilizing the “airplane mode” feature on your smartphone, until you’ve completed devotions, is a great practice. The author E. M. Bounds writes, “If God is not first in our thoughts and efforts in the morning, He will be in the last place the remainder of the day.”

4. Confess your sins and remove spiritual breaches. Oftentimes, people feel like there’s a wall between them and God. That’s because there are unconfessed sins and spiritual breaches that need to be addressed. Pray and ask God to search your heart and show you those areas that need to be made right (Psalm 66:18; Psalm 139:23, 24; 1 John 1:9).

5. Ask for a daily baptism of the Holy Spirit. With the Holy Spirit comes all other blessings, but we need to ask for it (Luke 11:13). Ellen White tells us, “We may have had a measure of the Spirit of God, but by prayer and faith we are continually to seek more of the Spirit.”

6. Take time for both prayer and Bible study. There’s not necessarily a wrong or right way to have devotions. The important point is that we do. Look for Jesus as you study. Also, as you read the Word, personalize it and turn it into a prayer. When you pray, claim God’s promises! Last but not least, ask God how He wants you to apply what you’ve studied to your life today.

7. Keep asking for a deeper walk. The Bible tells us, “Now to Him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power that works in us” (Ephesians 3:20, NKJV). God has so much in store for our lives, if we will just keep daring to ask for more.

8. Last but not least, keep God with you as you go throughout your day. God is to go with us, to stay with us, and to abide with us.

“Put forth your most earnest endeavors to obtain those things upon which God places value, and which Christ gave His precious life that you might secure.”

Ellen G. White, Counsal on Stewardship, p. 225
He wants to walk with us like He walked with Enoch. "We may keep so near to God that in every unexpected trial our thoughts will turn to Him as naturally as the flower turns to the sun."³

Put your devotional time with Jesus as your first daily priority, and you’ll reap rich benefits in all aspects of life. It is the foremost condition to grow as a faithful steward of God’s given resources. Try it! You will see!

Melody Mason is a resource coordinator for the Ministerial Association of the General Conference, and author of Daring to Ask for More and Daring to Live by Every Word.

MY COMMITMENT

To set apart the first moments of each day to commune with the Lord through prayer, the study of the Bible, Spirit of Prophecy, Sabbath School lesson, and to participate in family worship.

What kind of marriage do you have? Do you feel happy and satisfied most of the time, or do you mostly find yourself sad and angry, wishing you had listened to your parents about taking things more slowly?

It doesn’t take much to realize—once you begin to read the marriage research literature or speak to other married couples you know well—every couple will experience difficult times in their marriage. There are no perfect marriages because there are no perfect people. However, many of the couples we work with tend to see their marriage as dysfunctional.

When the word dysfunctional is used in the context of relationships, it is referring to a collapse of that which is normal in a marriage relationship. Yet it is very normal for two imperfect people to have differences in their view of the world. This means every marriage will experience the challenge of dealing with conflict.

When couples ignore their fundamental differences and only deal with them when an event or episode takes place, this approach tends to build resentment and destroy the peace of any marriage. Even when couples have a relatively healthy marriage, if they are not deliberate about talking through their differences in a calm and controlled way, this can lead to despair and a feeling of wanting out of the relationship.

While there are many factors that contribute to a dysfunctional relationship, these may include abuse, abandonment, addictions, and psychological disorders such as anxiety, depression, and clinically assessed personality disorders. Nevertheless, many couples experience dysfunction because they’ve never learned to communicate well, which often leads to feelings of hopelessness and frustration. These feelings can easily escalate to thinking they married the wrong person, and the only way to escape this nightmare is by getting a divorce.

Couples who find success in marriage learn to remove destructive or negative patterns of relating to each other. Instead of getting frustrated and accusing their partner of always doing things the wrong way, each partner focuses on what they can do to be a better spouse. These couples tend to see their marriage relationship as a cup that is half full, capitalizing on the strengths of their mate, rather than seeing their marriage as a cup that is half empty, concentrating on the weakness of their partner and relationship.
The good news is that it is possible to cultivate quality relationships. Both people in the relationship can choose to build their marriage by finding the good in the other person and changing the way they view their mate. Instead of seeing their spouse as an adversary, they can choose to play on the same team.

So, how can couples learn to be better stewards of their marriage relationship? The truth is, just like people are committed to returning a faithful tithe and giving a generous offering, they can recognize their marriage as being responsible for reflecting the image of God to the world.

Here are seven habits that will help any marriage to cultivate quality relationships:

1. See your marriage as a gift from God. The more you see your marriage as a worthwhile asset and a gift from God the more positively you will feel about your marriage relationship. Since your brain is wired to believe what you tell it, change your self-talk and start telling yourself that you have a great marriage. If you do this regularly, you and your spouse will soon begin to believe it and experience it. The Bible is correct when it says: “If you can believe, all things are possible to him who believes” (Mark 9:23, NKJV).

2. Pray regularly for your marriage and your spouse. Because God created marriage, it is essential to keep Him at the center of your relationship. Use your faith on purpose by asking God for patience and the desire to be understanding and kind to your mate. If you believe God sees everything and knows everything, then you will want to be mindful of what you say or do to your spouse. This is the reason Ellen White states in *The Adventist Home*:

   “And as your love for [God] increases, your love for each other will grow deeper and stronger” (p. 106).

   Therefore, your prayer should be for God to do for your marriage “exceedingly abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power that works in us” (Ephesians 3:20, NKJV).

3. Learn and practice effective communication skills. Most humans learn to communicate from birth. Yet most people have developed flawed and defective ways of communicating. Husbands and wives bring those communication patterns—good and bad—into their marriage. This is the reason each partner needs to be willing to make alterations in their relational and communication styles to improve the quality of their marriage relationship. If couples took the time to genuinely listen to each other and see things from the other’s point of view, many concerns would be resolved. The wise biblical counsel in James 1:19 says: “Let every person be quick to hear, slow to speak, slow to anger” (ESV).

4. Find out what you spouse likes, and keep doing it. Find out what your spouse doesn’t like, and quit doing it! Before marriage, couples take great pride in being their best selves. They are willing to do anything to make the other person happy. After the wedding and honeymoon, though, many couples tend to quit doing special things for each other and begin to drift apart. If couples employed the golden rule, “So whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them” (Matthew 7:12, ESV), their marriage relationship would grow and fill them with contentment and God’s joy.

5. Forgive often. In marriage couples will inevitably hurt each other. We are not necessarily talking about abuse of any kind—although that is also a possibility—but about the realities embedded in imperfect human relationships. Without ever meaning to hurt the other, partners often say or do things that do. This is the reason you must learn to forgive. Forgiving someone who has harmed you is the hardest part of loving, and yet there is no true love without forgiveness. Forgiving doesn’t mean becoming a doormat or releasing the other person from responsibility. Still, forgiving helps to begin the process of healing from your hurt and from the need to punish the other person. Forgiveness also helps to narrow the gap that has developed in the relationship. Of course, you can only learn to forgive when you are under the Lordship of Jesus Christ, who said: “And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors” (Matthew 6:12, NKJV).

6. Learn to laugh. The ancient adage “Laughter is good medicine” is still true today. To be sure, medical research suggests laughter has physiological and neurological benefits. Laughter helps to reduce stress, stimulates the immune system, reduces blood pressure, bonds couples together, and keeps the relationship fresh. Every married couple needs to find things to laugh about, and should stop stressing about...
the small stuff. Proverbs 17:22 reminds us: “A merry heart does good, like medicine, but a broken spirit dries the bones” (NKJV).

7. Make emotional deposits. Relationships—especially marriage—work like a bank account. When you do or say nice things to each other, you make emotional deposits in each other’s emotional bank account. However, when you hurt each other or don’t keep promises, you make emotional withdrawals. The more money we deposit in our bank accounts, the more money we have. The more withdrawals we make, the less money we have. If we make more emotional withdrawals than emotional deposits in our spouse’s emotional bank account, we end up bankrupt. So, determine today to be intentional about making emotional deposits in your spouse’s emotional bank account. After all, the Bible says in Colossians 3:14: “But above all these things put on love, which is the bond of perfection” (NKJV).

When you are faithful in your stewardship, God opens the windows of heaven and pours out abundant blessings. When you are patient, kind, faithful, and gentle with each other in marriage, God’s blessings overflow not only in your homes, but in the homes of neighbors, relatives, and friends.

Purpose in your heart to begin practicing these seven habits in your marriage today.

Willie Oliver, PhD, CFLE, is an ordained minister, pastoral counselor, family sociologist, and certified family life educator. He is also the director for the Department of Family Ministries at the world headquarters of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.

Elaine Oliver, PhDc, LCPC, CFLE, is a licensed clinical professional counselor, educational psychologist, and certified family life educator. She is also the associate director for the Department of Family Ministries at the world headquarters of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
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**MY COMMITMENT**

To improve my relationships by growing in faithfulness, forgiveness, and loving as a principle.
DAY 4

DEVELOPING MENTAL HEALTH HABITS

BY JULIAN MELGOSA
Many people know what medicine to take or natural remedy to apply for an upset stomach, a sore throat, or a sprained muscle. And if they are perplexed by some physical malady, they will make the necessary arrangement to resort to a physician or health practitioner. Would they go to a mental health professional if they experienced thoughts, feelings, and behaviors that disturbed them significantly? Probably not. And probably because of stigma. These examples remind us of how poorly equipped we are to face adverse mental and emotional symptoms. We cannot forget that it is our duty, as God’s stewards, to manage our health, and there is no health without mental health.

WHAT IS MENTAL HEALTH?

As with physical health, mental health cannot be defined as the absence of illness. Many people suffer and cause others to suffer with partial symptoms which do not meet a full diagnosis.

Mental health consists of three core areas: thoughts, feelings, and behaviors. When someone enjoys psychological/mental well-being; utilizes their abilities well; faces stress with reasonable success; looks at the past with satisfaction, at the present with calm, and at the future with hope; relates pleasantly with others; and does their work productively and happily, we may conclude that they are mentally healthy. Those with mental and emotional problems tend to have difficulty in one or more of these basic areas of mental health: thoughts, feelings/emotions, and behaviors.

People suffering from unhealthy thought patterns may be negativistic in the analysis they make of themselves, their environment, other people, and the future. They may also be suspicious of others, assess issues as either black or white, approach challenges with fearful thoughts, and think illogically to arrive at catastrophic conclusions.

People with problems at the feeling level may get upset when faced with small difficulties; feel unwarranted envy or jealousy; be impatient; feel easily discouraged; experience anger, resentment, vindictiveness, and lack of empathy.

Those with behavioral disturbances may avoid social contact, display verbal and/or physical aggression, carry out their duties poorly (at work, school, or family), sob without reason or laugh out of context. They may be also inclined to addictions (chemical or behavioral), may have eating and sleeping disturbances, may have difficulty enjoying life, and may even have problems with the law.

Interestingly, these three areas of mental health are closely related to each other: Thoughts determine psychological states (feelings, emotions), which in turn give way to behavior. The Bible points out this connection: “For as he thinks in his heart, so is he.” (Proverbs 23:7, NKJV) and “Every prudent man acts with knowledge” (Proverbs 13:16).

Ellen G. White places this issue not only physical but also mental stewardship measures, as Ellen G. White says: “We are called to adopt not only physical but also mental stewardship measures, as Ellen G. White says: “We are called to adopt not only physical but also mental stewardship measures, as Ellen G. White says...”

Religious practices, such as reading Psalms or Proverbs in the Bible, can help us to dispel unwanted thoughts and promote solace and positive emotions.

STEWARDS OF MENTAL HEALTH

“Or do you not know that your body is the temple of the Holy Spirit who is in you, whom you have from God, and you are not your own?” (1 Corinthians 6:19, NKJV). We most often view this statement in terms of the healthy food we should eat and the alcohol, drugs, and tobacco from which we should abstain. But are not our mental processes, which constitute the executive function of our body, a major part of God’s temple? In his next letter, the apostle Paul writes to the same believers in Corinth, exhorting them to be clean not only in the flesh, but also in the spirit: “Therefore, having these promises, beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God” (2 Corinthians 7:1, NKJV, emphasis added).

We are stewards of all the assets that God has entrusted us. This includes our mind, feelings/emotions, and behaviors.

We are called to adopt not only physical but also mental stewardship measures, as Ellen G. White says: “We are to use every means that God has placed within our reach for the government and cultivation of our thoughts.”

STEWARDS OF OUR THOUGHTS

Mental health is partly dependent on the way we process thoughts. Take worry, for example. We may be very concerned with matters that are important to our lives and those of our loved ones. We may consider and debate possible solutions. This is legitimate. But when these thoughts become
“"

I believe as I have done for years that the health of our people will be much improved if we will make God first and last and best in everything — appetite, taste, and habits to be carefully guarded.

Ellen G. White, Letters and Manuscripts, vol. 4 (1883–1886), Letter 92a, 1886
compulsive, exaggerated, and preoccupied with things that might happen, we cross the line into the realm of worry, which is useless at best, and could be a precursor of anxiety and obsession. This kind of thinking must be rejected as early in the thought chain as possible.

Another example is negativistic thinking, (“This financial crisis will never end,” or “I will not adapt to my new boss.”) Some people apply this thinking pattern to most situations they encounter. For decades, the psychological literature has shown that individuals who choose this thinking pattern are at a higher risk of depressive, obsessive-compulsive, and anxious tendencies than the general population.

As a steward of my thoughts, I must find ways to dispel erroneous, negativistic, and toxic thoughts. With God’s help, I can purposefully place my thoughts on content that will nourish my mind (Philippians 4:8). We know that religious practices, such as reading Psalms or Proverbs in the Bible, can help us to dispel unwanted thoughts and promote salve and positive emotions.

Lastly, and most importantly, the wrong kind of thinking will bring about moral defilement. This was Jesus’ point when he said that “out of the heart [mind] come evil thoughts—murder, adultery, sexual immorality, theft, false testimony, slander. These are what defile a person” (Matthew 15: 19, 20). This principle can be a sure guide to guard ourselves from the thoughts that drive us to immoral consequences.

STEWARDS OF OUR EMOTIONS

Emotions generally follow thoughts; that is why managing our thoughts is so crucial to avoid harmful moods and promote healthy ones. Emotions can also sometimes occur because of other people, the environment, or may emerge for no apparent reason. Even when caused by circumstances, as steward of my emotions, I must learn how to manage and transform negative emotions into positive ones. I can also benefit by learning how to endure painful emotional experiences that are unavoidable by adopting an attitude of hope, as outlined by Jesus.

A helpful passage to deal with negative emotions (chiefly unhappiness) is found in John 16:20–24. In this passage, Jesus addresses the unfairness of life, like when His disciples are harassed for doing the right thing. Jesus promises that their grief will be turned into joy. He acknowledges that there will be sorrow, but assures the believer that help will just as quickly arrive, comparing it with how the acute pain of a mother giving birth quickly gives way to joy when her child is born. Jesus knew that much of human misery has resulted in painful emotions from the past, and He assures us that unpleasant past memories will be ultimately wiped away. While grief is sometimes necessary (verse 22), and pain can sometimes carry meaning, Jesus points us to the permanent joy that He will give His children upon His return, and that nobody can take away (verse 22).

STEWARDS OF OUR BEHAVIOR

Most behaviors come about as a result of thoughts and feelings, hence the importance of thought management. Some behaviors will also lead to emotional and mental disturbances, thus acting as triggers for psychopathology. Let’s think of addiction. Someone who is addicted to a substance loses self-control. This results in cravings, compulsion, guilt, etc. Repetition leads to greater tolerance for the substance, makes the addiction stronger, and causes serious problems to the individual, their loved ones, and society at large.

Many believe that they cannot be victims of addiction, since they never use alcohol or drugs. But there are also behavioral addictions, such as pornography, gambling, or internet games. Once “hooked,” individuals experience almost identical patterns to that of chemical addictions. Even necessary things in life, such as certain food, work, money, shopping, or the internet, may become addictive if used excessively and obsessively.

Yes, mental health is an asset, just as physical health, talents, money, or possessions. All are entrusted to us to bring glory to God and service to others. We must understand how to develop them, cherish them, and bring them into the Lord’s service, which is the service to our fellow men and women, just as Peter wrote: “As each one has received a gift, minister it to another, as good stewards of the manifold grace of God.” (1 Peter 4:10, NKJV).

Julian Melgosa is an associate director for the Education Department of the General Conference.


MY COMMITMENT

To establish one new healthy habit, in order to better serve the Lord with my mind.
GOD FIRST

WHEN YOU PRAY FOR SOULS, BELIEVE!

BY RAMON CANALS
Have you ever asked God to give you something you want, only to quickly dismiss what He gives you because you fail to recognize that the answer to your prayer is right in front of you? Have you ever prayed for something and then rejected it after God gave it to you? Well, I must confess that I have been there many times. A few years ago, I was visiting people in a community, intending to start Bible studies in preparation for an evangelistic meeting. I prayed to God to lead me to people in the community who were open to receiving the gospel. People whom God was already working on. People who were hungry for the Truth. I did not want to get into religious arguments with people. All I wanted, as a steward of the gospel, was to share Jesus with people who wanted to hear the gospel.

To my surprise, God answered my prayer precisely as I had asked. He sent me to the house of a lady with all the characteristics I prayed for, except she did not fit my stereotype. I did not recognize her as one who was seeking after God.

**UNIDENTIFIED DIVINE ENCOUNTERS**

As my friend and I visited the neighborhood looking for people interested in studying the Bible, we came to a house that was slightly different from all the other houses. The house was shaped like a pyramid. The color red was prominent in the house, including red curtains, doors, and windows. Hesitantly, I rang the doorbell. A tall, blue-eyed, elegant lady opened the door. We thought about turning around and leaving as soon as we saw her. Not because she was ugly, but because she was very beautiful. And in addition, she was dressed in clothes more appropriate for bed than the outside.

We stood at the door, stunned. Should we talk to this lady, or not? With a little fear, we told her that we were visiting the neighborhood, giving out literature, and praying for people. Then she said, “Come in.” I looked at my friend, and without exchanging words, we both understood we needed to leave this place as fast as possible. But she kept insisting, “Please, come in.” We hesitated. Later my friend and I exchanged thoughts and discovered we were both thinking the same thing: This is a prostitution house, this lady is a prostitute, and we’d better run for dear life. But the lady kept insisting for us to come in.

Finally, we decided to walk into the house, and without looking at her, we opened our Bibles and began to talk about Jesus. We spoke to her about how Jesus is so precious in our lives and how He saved us by giving us His life. We talked about how much God loves us and that He is coming soon to take us home. Then all of a sudden, she said, “Excuse me.” She left the room and came back completely dressed a few minutes later. We never said a word about her clothes. All we talked about was Jesus. The Holy Spirit was working in her heart. As we continued the Bible study, I noticed she began to cry. I did not know what was happening. Then she began to talk and told us that she did not know how to pray but had been asking God to send someone to teach her the Bible. I couldn’t believe what she was saying. I was praying for God to take me to someone with whom He was already working, and He did. But because of my preconception, I did not see it.

**BELIEVING IN GOD’S OUTCOMES**

God answered my prayers by sending me to this home. And at the same time, God was answering her prayers by sending me to teach her the Bible. However, I almost missed that opportunity because I was judging her for her looks on the outside. Betty (this beautiful lady) and her whole family gave their lives to the Lord and were some of the first people who got baptized during those evangelistic meetings. Betty had a ten-year-old daughter who was baptized. Her name is Cindy. I saw Cindy a few weeks ago in St. Louis. She is now a 47-year-old woman with two kids of her own. She gave me a big hug and said, “Thank you for witnessing to my family. This is the best thing that has ever happened to us.” My heart was touched. These are the kind of stories that convince me that witnessing is highest
form of stewardship because witnessing is about sharing Jesus, the Giver of life.

This experience taught me three important lessons: 1) When you pray, believe that God is sending you to the right place. Do not judge anyone based on what they look like on the outside. 2) When you pray, believe that God talks to people before you do. 3) When you pray for souls, believe that God will use you to witness to other people. We all learn the gospel from another Christian.

PURSUING GOD’S DESIGN

I didn’t know what witnessing was until I experienced it myself and saw how it changed people’s lives. To be a witness for Christ is the highest calling anyone can have. Whether you are a mechanic, nurse, engineer, doctor, pastor, or administrator, witnessing is your number one priority. Whether young or old, male or female, regardless of our cultural identity, you and I have been called to talk about what we have seen and experienced with God.

Here are five reasons why witnessing is so crucial:

1. Nothing brings more happiness to our hearts. Witnessing is about sharing Jesus with other people. It is about telling them what a precious Saviour we have in Jesus. There is joy in sharing in God’s mission. Partnering with God in the salvation of souls is the single most exciting thing in the universe. “There is no greater bliss on this side of heaven than in winning souls to Christ.”

2. We are providing an opportunity for salvation. When we share Jesus with others, we give them a chance for salvation. “For this is good and acceptable in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all men to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth” (1 Timothy 2:3, 4, NKJV). We need to give people every opportunity to respond to the calling of the Holy Spirit. We need to make the most of every opportunity to witness about Jesus.

3. It brings joy to God’s heart. Nothing brings more joy to God’s heart than seeing people give their lives to Him. “Likewise, I say to you, there is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents” (Luke 15:10, NKJV).

4. We become like Jesus. Jesus is a soul winner. He wants His disciples to be like Him. “Then He said to them, ‘Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men’” (Matthew 4:19). Participating in the church’s mission helps us develop a character like Jesus.

5. We are faithful to God’s command. God expects every one of His disciples to be part of fulfilling the Great Commission. “Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the age.” (Matthew 28:19, 20, NKJV).

When you pray for souls, believe. God always answers your prayers. Every Christian is born as a missionary. We are on this planet for one reason only: to bear witness to the amazing God of the universe.

Ramon Canals is the ministerial secretary of the General Conference.

“Not for Himself, but for others, He lived and thought and prayed. From hours spent with God He came forth morning by morning, to bring the light of heaven to men.”

Ellen G. White, Prayer, p. 176
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DAY 6

SABBATH KEEPING

BY HISKIA AND ELLEN MISSAH

The seventh-day Sabbath is an important segment of time that we are called to manage. It is essential to revisit how to spend these sacred hours, as it has a repercussion on our being.

MY PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

While writing this article, my (Hiskia) mind is wandering away, reminiscing the good times I had in my childhood with my parents, and the Sabbath keeping way, which was adopted to my family more than a half-century ago. I was so blessed to experience such wonderful times of how we prepared for the Sabbath to begin, welcoming and celebrating that special and blessed day.

Here’s the Sabbath regulation in my childhood home: On Sabbath, there was absolutely no ironing, cleaning, or cooking. Before sundown on Fridays, everything was expected to be prepared, such as ironing the clothes we would wear for church, shining the shoes, and cooking the food for Sabbath. Then, when the sun almost set in the west, my father gathered all his children and family members in the living room, where we sat down, sang a few Sabbath songs, read the Bible, uttered memory verses, prayed, and ended with the Lord’s Prayer, recited together. Right afterward, we formed a circle, held hands together, and wished each other a happy Sabbath. We said, “Happy Sabbath, happy Sabbath, happy Sabbath.” As the sun slipped beyond the horizon, a feeling of peace came over our hearts and home. That was my family’s ritual for welcoming the Sabbath.

As a kid, I always liked and enjoyed the Sabbath because of these reasons: Firstly, we had no school, which meant no homework or quizzes. Secondly, I was free from doing my routine activities and house chores. Thirdly, I met my friends at church and had the opportunity to chitchat with them. And lastly, because of special meals. My mother always cooked delicious food and a specific menu—prepared only for Sabbath.

Sabbath became a happy day for us, and me in particular, a day we eagerly awaited. This awesome experience has stuck in my mind until today. In turn, I implemented the same routine and practice for my children, and they enjoyed it very much. Now, as they have their own families, they practice the same routine for their children and families. This is a legacy that I have left for my descendants to follow.

SABBATH KEEPING IN THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY

In the writings of Ellen White, we find instructions about the permanence of the
Sabbath and practical advice about keeping the Sabbath.

- “God has given us the whole of six days in which to do our work and has reserved only one to Himself. This should be a day of blessing to us—a day when we should lay aside all our secular matters and center our thoughts upon God and heaven.”

- “But while we worship God, we are not to consider this a drudgery. The Sabbath of the Lord is to be made a blessing to us and to our children. They are to look upon the Sabbath as a day of delight, a day which God has sanctified; and they will so consider it if they are properly instructed. The parents may take their children outdoors, to view God in nature. They can be pointed to the blooming flowers and the opening buds, the lofty trees and beautiful spires of grass, and taught that God made all these in six days, and rested on the seventh day, and hallowed it. Thus the parents may bind up their lessons of instruction to their children, so that when these children look upon the things of nature, they will call to mind the great Creator of them all. Their thoughts will be carried up to nature’s God—back to the creation of our world, when the foundation of the Sabbath was laid, and all the sons of God shouted for joy. Such are the lessons to be impressed on the minds of our children.”

Sabbath is not our time, but God’s time. We must keep the Sabbath faithfully and give its time to Him. Otherwise, when we trespass upon it, it is considered stealing God’s time.

Therefore, we shall keep the Sabbath, for it is holy; it is a sign that God is the Creator and we are His creation. We shall keep this in mind throughout our generations.

**SOME BENEFITS OF SABBATH KEEPING**

1. **DELIGHT IN THE LORD.** As Sabbath keepers, we know that God said we are to call this Holy day a delight. Isaiah 58:13, 14 says, “If you turn away your foot from the Sabbath, from doing your pleasure on My holy day, and call the Sabbath a delight, the holy day of the Lord honorable, and shall honor Him, not doing your own ways, nor finding your own pleasure, nor speaking your own words, Then you shall delight yourself in the Lord.”

God has promised that we shall delight ourselves in the Lord on the Sabbath. Unfortunately, for some people, the Sabbath has become a burden, an unhappy day because of the many man-made restrictions that were included in the law of the Sabbath.

**MY COMMITMENT**

To prepare for the Sabbath during the week, and to faithfully keep and enjoy the day of rest.
Many of the 1,521 regulations associated to the Sabbath harms the beauty and enjoyment of the Sabbath and of Sabbath keeping. In this way, Satan is keeping away many from experiencing the Sabbath, depriving them of the joy that God has provided.

2. SOURCE OF PROSPERITY. The Sabbath commandment is accompanied by God’s promise of prosperity: “And I will cause you to ride on the high hills of the earth, and feed you with the heritage of Jacob your father. The mouth of the Lord has spoken” (Isaiah 58:14).

If we keep the Sabbath faithfully, God will cause us to ride upon the high places of the earth and feed us with Jacob’s heritage. In other words, if we observe and keep the Sabbath joyfully, God will bless us. He will raise us up to the “top” of the world, as recorded in Deuteronomy 28:13, “The Lord will make you the head, not the tail. If you pay attention to the commands of the Lord your God that I give you this day and carefully follow them, you will always be at the top, never at the bottom.” The nation that keeps and observes the Sabbath proves the truthfulness of Deuteronomy 28:13.

3. ENJOYING CREATION. Nature is the second book that reveals God. Ellen White writes: “The things of nature are the Lord’s silent ministers, given to us to teach us spiritual truths. They speak to us of the love of God and declare the wisdom of the great Master Artist.” The Sabbath rest provides an excellent opportunity for families who live in a busy world, surrounded by man-made objects to access the revelation of nature. We can appreciate the work of the Creator and how He provides for humanity. As such, the seventh day Sabbath provides a regular reminder of our position as God’s stewards. Some Sabbath afternoon activities can reconnect us with God’s creation. You can:

- Visit a park or a garden and have a Bible study there.
- Sit by a quiet beach, lake, or creek, and listen to the beautiful splashing of water.
- Take a hike in the mountains, breathe the fresh air deeply, and discover the wonder of nature.
- Go on a nature walk, taking a pair of binoculars to watch for birds.
- Lay a blanket out in the sunshine to get some needed vitamin D.

Observing and interacting with nature will increase our interest in keeping the Sabbath and gladly welcoming it every week. Let us make simple choices to make the Sabbath a joyful experience for us and our family, now, and throughout the coming year.

Hiskia Missah, D.Min., is a retired Associate Stewardship Director at the General Conference.

Ellen Missah, PhD, is serving as an administrative assistant in Presidential at the General Conference.

¹ Ellen G. White, Letters and Manuscripts, vol. 3 (Silver Spring, MD: Ellen G. White Estate, 1876), 292.
² Ibid.
DAY 7

MAKING WINDOWS IN HEAVEN

ANIEL BARBE
Recently, at a Sabbath lunch, we were enjoying our favorite dish, a good old theological discussion. After some time, the conversation moved toward the issue of rewards and blessings. Does God currently reward the faithful, or are God’s rewards reserved for the future? What is the nature of God’s reward: spiritual, material, or both? If there is a present reward, what’s the purpose? Interestingly, various positions emerge among us. Christians are divided on the issue of God’s reward. For some, it is all about obeying God to enjoy a larger, present blessing, while others reject the concept of a present reward. This situation led me to revisit Malachi 3:10-12, a passage regularly cited as God’s reward for those who practice faithful tithing.

OVERFLOW OF BLESSINGS

Malachi uses figurative language, “open for you the windows of heaven” (NKJV), to describe the outcome of returning a complete tithe to the Lord. Previously, Moses used the expression “the windows of heaven were opened” (Genesis 7:11, NKJV) to describe the heavy rain that occurred during the forty days of the Flood. Elsewhere, he uses an almost similar expression, “I will rain bread from heaven” (Exodus 16:4, NKJV), to refer to manna, the daily subsistence of Israel for forty years. “Open for you the windows of heaven” conveys the idea of divine initiative, abundance, and material things.

Malachi 3:10 (NKJV) provides further truth about the outcome for faithful tithers: “pour out for you your rain to your land in its season, and to bless all the work of your hand” (verse 12, NKJV). Here, Malachi elaborates on God’s protective measures.

God’s Protection Scheme

The next two verses, Malachi 3:11, 12, expand on verse 10. Malachi 3:11 states: “And I will rebuke the devourer for your sakes, so that he will not destroy the fruit of your ground, nor shall the vine fail to bear fruit in the field” (NKJV). These are frustrating life scenarios. When the children of Israel would ascend to Jerusalem during the three pilgrim festivals, they would sing their deep aspiration: “Blessed is every one who fears the Lord” (Psalm 128:1, 2, NKJV). This happens when our God rebukes, literally cripples and paralyzes, the devourer.

While God’s love and blessings precede tithing, it is scripturally sound to acknowledge that God adds abundant material blessings to those who are faithful tithers. Ellen White confirms this understanding: “If they had fully and freely acknowledged God’s requirements and met His claims, His blessing would have been manifest in increasing the productions of the earth. The harvest would have been greater. The wants of all would have been abundantly supplied. The more we give, the more we shall receive.” The present and future reward of the faithful is well-established truth.

God’s abundant blessings does not come in uniform packages. They vary from one individual to another. Some won’t beg for bread (Psalm 37:25), while others will produce abundant wealth. Ellen White explains about this diverse reality: “Some will have a hundredfold in this life, and in the world to come life everlasting. But all will not receive their hundredfold in this life, because they cannot bear it.” Let’s have confidence in God’s wisdom.

According to The Message, Luke 16:10–13 says, “If you’re not honest in small jobs, who will put you in charge of the store?” Faithfulness in tithing shows that we can handle more of God’s blessings.

Currently, we are trotting through uncharted territories. Many are facing new life circumstances for which they don’t have the experience and resources. In such situations, the temptation to pause tithing is usually high. Nevertheless, won’t it be wiser and more reassuring to keep the windows of heaven open over us?

Life has taught us that it is not enough to be blessed, but to preserve and enjoy our blessings. The prophet Micah describes one consequence of unfaithfulness: “You shall sow, but not reap; you shall tread the olives, but not anoint yourselves with oil; and make sweet wine, but not drink wine” (Micah 6:15, NKJV). These are frustrating life scenarios. When the children of Israel would ascend to Jerusalem during the three pilgrim festivals, they would sing their deep aspiration: “Blessed is everyone who fears the Lord, who walks in His ways. When you eat the labor of your hands, you shall be happy, and it shall be well with you” (Psalm 128:1, 2, NKJV). This happens when our God rebukes, literally cripples and paralyzes, the devourer.

Jesus mentions the presence of a devourer and reminds us of His protective plan: “The thief does not come except to steal, and to kill, and to destroy. I have come that they may have life, and that they may have it more abundantly” (John 10:10, NKJV). The “they” in this verse refers to “his own sheep,” to those who “know his voice” and “follow him” (John 10:4, NKJV).
He ensures protection and abundant life for those who acknowledge him as Owner. In the time of Malachi, the people failed to acknowledge God as Father and Master (Malachi 1:6), and as a result, their blessings were cursed (Malachi 2:2). In contrast, tithing is a statement of acknowledgment of God’s ownership over us and everything. As such, it permits Jesus to enroll us in His protection plan.

God’s protection is much needed for our unstable time: “God is our protection and our strength. He always helps in times of trouble. So we will not be afraid even if the earth shakes, or the mountains fall into the sea, even if the oceans roar and foam, or the mountains shake at the raging sea” (Psalm 46:1–3, NCV). In a world where the stock market is swinging, war is raging, COVID-19 and monkeypox are threatening, and the cost of living is skyrocketing, is it not best to place ourselves and everything we have under the care of the all-powerful God? By tithing, we enroll into God’s protection plan.

MORE BLESSINGS FOR A PURPOSE

We read in Malachi 3:12: “And all nations will call you blessed, for you will be a delightful land” (NKJV). This verse uses two expressions for the reaction of others to faithful tithers: “call you blessed” and “delightful land.”

The expression “call you blessed” is applied to the virtuous woman of Proverbs 31. She is called blessed by her children and her husband (verse 28). These praises are not for her beauty or for what she has acquired, but for her actions, which were a blessing to them and others: her doing very well, the fruits of her hands, and her works.

Mary, the mother of Jesus, was also called blessed because, through her sacrificial actions, the world would be blessed (Luke 1:48). One is called blessed when one becomes a special blessing for others. This is the purpose of the additional abundant blessings.

Apostle Paul elaborates on this concept: “And God can give you more blessings than you need. Then you will always have plenty of everything—enough to give to every good work” (2 Cor. 9:8, NCV). For Paul, more blessings are for an altruistic purpose, more good work. The abundantly blessed believer does not live according to the standard of this age, but for a higher principle. Does not earn more to spend more on ourselves, but earn more to become a bigger blessing for others. Acquiring more blessings is not the finality of faithful tithing, but of becoming a larger channel of blessing!

The expression “delightful land” talks about an increase in the witnessing capacity of God’s children, of them becoming desirable. While enjoying abundant blessings, Israel would become appealing and desirable. Many would want to be like and be part of them. Israel could then more easily fulfill God’s plan for her: “In your seed all the nations of the earth shall be blessed.” And this would happen when “you have obeyed My voice” (Gen. 22:18, NKJV). The abundant reward of faithful tithing is not to satisfy our selfish desires, but to serve as a testimony to the goodness and faithfulness of God. When abundantly blessed, we have additional opportunities to point people to the Source of all blessings.

Ellen White says, “We must take God at His word, and in simplicity of faith walk out upon the promise, and give to the Lord His own.” Faithful tithers are rewarded now and at the great day of God (Malachi 4:2, 3). As the Lord of hosts, Captain and Commander of the angelic armies, none of His promises fail to come true. However, tithing is not a bargaining transaction between humanity and God. It’s not about returning to get more. As an unselfish spirit leads to faithful tithing, the same spirit would help us use our additional blessings to bless others and witness about the Provider of all blessings.

Aniel Barbe is associate director of the Stewardship Ministries Department at the General Conference and editor of the Dynamic Steward magazine.

² Ibid., 232.
³ Ibid., 90.
To faithfully return the Lord’s tithe (10% of my income or increase).

Ellen G. White, *Counsels on Stewardship*, p. 82
here are plenty of indications in the Bible implying that the Lord evaluates, assesses, and rates our giving or its absence. The fact that He purposefully sat opposite to the treasury (Mark 12:41) and that He rated the poor widow’s offering (Mark 12:43) should tell us that even today, He is watching and assessing our giving patterns.

Another important truth is that some offerings are accepted and valued by Him, while others, irrespective of their amount, cannot be accepted and become even offensive to Him. What are some of the conditions for God to accept an offering?

1. WHEN IT IS PRESENTED BY A HEART THAT IS RIGHT WITH GOD. (Psalm 40:6–8; 51:16, 17; Isaiah 1:10–13; Hosea 6:6; Malachi 3:2–5; Matthew 9:13; Mark 12:33)

   According to Malachi 3, God accepts those offerings that are brought “in righteousness” (verse 3), that is, by those who have allowed God to purify, to refine them (verses 2, 3) from sins such as sorcery, adultery, perjury, overreaching or oppressing hirelings in their wages, and oppression of the vulnerable and foreigners (verse 5), to mention a few. Only then will “the offerings . . . be acceptable to the Lord” (verse 4).

   It becomes clear that the Lord evaluates the giver before the gift. The best and biggest offering will never be accepted if the one who brings it is not right with God. Thus, we need to bring a “heart offering” before we bring a “monetary offering.” We bring a “heart offering” when we regularly take time daily to allow the Holy Spirit to examine our thoughts and inclinations, comparing them with the Word of God. By confessing our sins and believing that Jesus’ death was sufficient to pay our debt, we receive the power to loathe ourselves because of our evil ways and deeds (Ezekiel 36:31), and then to receive a new heart, full of desire to do God’s will (Ezekiel 36:26, 27).

2. WHEN IT IS BROUGHT BY A HEART THAT IS RIGHT WITH MEN. (Matthew 5:23, 24; Hebrews 13:16)

   Everyone who is right with God will strive to be right with other human beings. Those who bear a contentious spirit or are oblivious to the feelings, rights, or needs of others show that their religion is false. Therefore, their offerings cannot be accepted by God.

   For this reason, Jesus says that if you are bringing your offering to the church (God’s storehouse) and “remember that your brother has something against you,” stop giving your offering “and go your way. First be reconciled to your brother, and then come and offer your gift” (Matthew 5:23, 24, NKJV). Have I done all I can to live peaceably with all men and women (Romans 12:18) and to help those in need around me? Without that sanctifying experience, our offerings cannot be accepted by God.

3. WHEN IT IS PRESENTED BY AN OBEDIENT PERSON. (1 Samuel 15:22; Psalm 40:6–8; Isaiah 66:2–4)

   King Saul was eager to present offerings to the Lord, but only as a way to cover his willful disobedience to the Lord’s command. Instead of confessing his sin, he kept presenting excuses for doing what was against God’s will (1 Samuel 15). Some people today may also do the same when they work during the Sabbath hours, promising to bring that day’s wages as a kind of “compensation offering” for doing what is not right. But if a married man has an affair, will his wife accept a cake prepared by the other woman as compensation?

   Therefore, Samuel said to Saul, “Has the LoRD as great delight in burnt offerings and sacrifices, as in obeying the voice of the LoRD? Behold, to obey is better than sacrifice, and to heed than the fat of rams” (1 Samuel 15:22, NKJV). God will never accept offerings as a replacement for loyalty to His commandments.
4. WHEN THE WORSHIPER IS SEEKING FOR HEAVENLY, NOT AN EARTHLY, REWARD. (Matthew 6:1–4)

Some people may bring large offerings or make significant donations while compelled by less than ideal motivations. Some, for example, want to be recognized as philanthropists or benefactors, others have an eye on a position on the church’s committee, and still others may give out of love for the pastor. Because those earthly motivations generally expect a human recognition (a kind of reward), they cannot be accepted by God. Nevertheless, when I do not try to promote myself through my offerings, then what Jesus said may be accomplished in my life: “Your Father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you” (Matthew 6:4).

5. WHEN IT REPRESENTS AN APPROPRIATE PROPORTION OF THE INCOME. (Deuteronomy 16:17; Mark 12:41–44; 1 Corinthians 16:1, 2)

Jesus once said that the person who gave the lesser amount gave more than all who gave far larger amounts (Mark 12:41–44). Instead of lacking math knowledge, the Creator of the universe indicated that His estimation of what we give is not based on the amount but on the proportion given. Six percent of the income given by the poorest person means the same as an offering of six percent of the income of the wealthiest one, even though the amounts will differ greatly.

By choosing the proportional system to decide when and how much to offer, we testify that we do not give to earn merit. Instead, we give as an answer to His giving because He is always the first to give. He will never expect us to give anything if He has not given us something (2 Corinthians 8:11, 12).

By not purposing a fixed percentage of their income to give as an offering (2 Corinthians 9:7), people may be leaving it to their own deceitful heart (Jeremiah 17:9) to decide about when and how much to give. Conversely, by prayerfully choosing a proportion of the income to give as an offering, they put God in control of when and how much to give.

I give a fixed proportion of what He gives me, in answer to His giving. As we are partners in His business of saving souls, the more He blesses me financially, the bigger the amount that I will return to Him. And if He needs more to be invested in His business, He will give me more, for He knows that from every cent that

“ It is not the greatness of the gift that makes the offering acceptable to God; it is the purpose of the heart, the spirit of gratitude and love that it expresses. ”

Ellen G. White, Counsels on Stewardship, p. 73
He gives me, a fixed percentage will be invested back in forwarding His kingdom.

7. WHEN IT IS GIVEN ACCORDING TO THE SPECIFICATION. (Genesis 4:4, 5; Hebrews 11:4)

Cain and Abel’s story shows us that God cannot accept offerings that are not brought according to His specifications. Cain resolved to do it his way, and God “did not respect Cain and his offering” (Genesis 4:5, NKJV). Abel pleased the Lord by following His guidance and bringing “the firstborn of his flock and of their fat. And the LORD respected Abel and his offering” (Genesis 4:4, NKJV).

Space will not allow us to explore all the specifications found in the Bible and the Spirit of Prophecy about acceptable offerings. But besides the items already covered above, we may add that regular offerings should also be brought to the Lord as firstfruits, respecting the God-first principle (Matthew 6:33).

Firstfruits (or firstborn) offerings were regularly brought to God by His children in remembrance that He is the Provider and Sustainer of life. They are only accepted because Jesus, the Lamb of God, died as a ransom for our sins, opening the way for us to be accepted by the Father.

This kind of offering is “primarily triggered, not by good feelings, a specific need, a call, sympathy for a pastor or a religious leader, nor even a desire to provide for the temple or mission work. Instead, [it] should be triggered by God’s act of sending some form of an increase. They are a means to worship God, in addition to the tithe (Malachi 3:8–10), whenever there is an addition of income.”

CONCLUSION

Before every act of worship through offerings, we are invited by God to assess our hearts to see if there is still an unconfessed sin that may prevent our offering from being accepted. But we must also evaluate our relationship with God and with others, the motivation that is leading us to offer, and the regularity and quality of the offering. Is it the best that we can bring? Is it expressing gratitude and allegiance to Him?

Let us take advantage of worship through offerings to get even closer to the One who not only ransomed us through His blood, but also sustains us!

Marcos F. Bomfim is the director for the Stewardship Ministries Department of the General Conference and editor of the GodFirst newsletter.

GOD FIRST

MI PROMES:

1. I will listen to God's voice and follow His path.
2. I will serve God with all my heart.
3. I will be a good witness for God.
4. I will help those who are in need.
5. I will give to God's work and those in need.

DATE:

STEWARDSHIP MINISTRIES

GOD FIRST

I PROMISE:

1. To serve God with all my heart.
2. To be a good witness for God.
3. To help those who are in need.
4. To give to God's work and those in need.

DATE:

STEWARDSHIP MINISTRIES

NOQU YALAYALA:

1. I will listen to God's voice and follow His path.
2. I will serve God with all my heart.
3. I will be a good witness for God.
4. I will help those who are in need.
5. I will give to God's work and those in need.

DATE:

STEWARDSHIP MINISTRIES

MERA VAADHA:

1. I will listen to God's voice and follow His path.
2. I will serve God with all my heart.
3. I will be a good witness for God.
4. I will help those who are in need.
5. I will give to God's work and those in need.

DATE:

STEWARDSHIP MINISTRIES
I PROMISE:

WITH GOD'S HELP: DATE:

- Spend time talking to Jesus when I first wake up every day.
- Ask Jesus to help me forgive and love others because it can be really hard.
- Choose healthy habits so I can listen to God's voice.
- Tell all my friends and family about Jesus.
- Make Sabbath extra special by getting ready.
- Faithfully return God's tithes which is 10% of whatever income He first gives me.
- Promise a percentage (%) of my income as regular offering.

TOK PISIN

JE PROMETS:

AVEC L'AIDE DE DIEU : DATE :

- Faitotonu 'i hono fa fakafo'aki 'a e vahe hongofulu pe 10% 'a e 'Otua 'I ho'o pa'anga pe koloa hu mai kotoapē kuo ne fuofua foaki atu ma'au.
- Fa'ato'ou fa ma'ou fokotuu ha fo'i ulungaanga fakatupu mo'ui lelei foou e taha, ke tokoni kiate koe, ke ke to e ongona lelei ange ai, 'a e le'o 'o e 'Otua.
- Faitotonu fa ma'u pe 'i he 'aho sapatate.
- Faitotonu ma'ou pe 'i he 'aho sapate.

TONGAN

DIEU EN PREMIER

JE PROMETS:

- Je passer du temps pour parler à Jésus chaque jour.
- Je prie pour que Dieu me donne la force de pardonner et d'aimer les autres car il peut être très difficile.
- Je choisis des habitudes saines pour être capable d'entendre la voix de Dieu.
- Je parle de Jésus à tous mes amis et ma famille.
- Je fais du sabbat extra spécial par préparation clairement le vendredi.
- Avec l'aide de Dieu : DATE :

CHILDREN CHINESE

我承诺：

- 每天花时间与耶稣沟通，醒来后第一件事。
- 请求耶稣帮助我原谅和爱他人，因为这可能非常困难。
- 选择健康习惯，使我能听到神的声音。
- 告诉所有朋友和家人关于耶稣。
- 使圣日特别，提前做好准备。
- 有信仰地奉献为支付我收入的10%。
- 提供一个百分比（%）的我收入作为常规奉献。

CHILDREN ASIATISCH

MI PACTO:

- Prometo hablarle a Jesús cuando me despierto por primera vez cada día.
- Sólo Jesús puede ayudarme a perdonar y amar a los demás, ya que puede ser muy difícil.
- Elige hábitos sanos para poder escuchar la voz de Dios.
- Contéelas a todos mis amigos y mi familia.
- Haga de la Sabatina algo especial, preparándose claramente el viernes.
- Con el permiso de Dios:

CHILDREN BISLAMA

KO E TALA’OFA:

- ko e koe na ngaahi fakatupu mo'ui lelei foou e taha, ke tokoni kiate koe, ke ke to e ongona lelei ange ai, 'a e le'o 'o e 'Otua.
- ko e fa'ato'ou fa ma'ou fokotuu ha fo'i ulungaanga fakatupu mo'ui lelei foou e taha, ke tokoni kiate koe, ke ke to e ongona lelei ange ai, 'a e le'o 'o e 'Otua.
- ko e fai 'e he 'Otua ma'au pea mo 'Ene me'a'ofa tukupau ia.
- ko e tala'ofa tukupau ia.

CHILDREN ENGLISH

GOD FIRST

I PROMISE:

- To spend time talking to Jesus when I first wake up every day.
- To ask Jesus to help me forgive and love others because it can be really hard.
- To choose healthy habits so I can listen to God’s voice.
- To tell all my friends and family about Jesus.
- To make Sabbath extra special by getting ready.
- To faithfully return God’s tithes which is 10% of whatever income He first gives me.
- To promise a percentage (%) of my income as regular offering.

TURKISH

ILK ÖNCÊ TANRÎ SÖZ VERİYORUM:

- Her gün Jesús ile konuşarak başlayacağım.
- Jesús ile konuşmasını sağlamak için her gün ilk uyanık olacağım.
- Sağlıklı alışkanlıklar seçerek Allah’ın sesini dinleyebilirim.
- Jesús hakkında her arkadaş ve aileyi anlatacağım.
- Sabahın özel bir gün olacak şekilde hazırlanacağım.
- Allah’ın verdiğim herhangi bir gider için %10 hediye vermek suretinde esas veririm.

CHILDREN ATSIM

MI TOK PROMES OSEM:

- Sithola la tsi bi mātangam se lelon se lelon, mātangam mē lelon se lelon, lelon mē lelon se lelon.
- Sithola la tsi bi mātangam se lelon se lelon, mātangam mē lelon se lelon, lelon mē lelon se lelon.
- Sithola la tsi bi mātangam se lelon se lelon, mātangam mē lelon se lelon, lelon mē lelon se lelon.
- Sithola la tsi bi mātangam se lelon se lelon, mātangam mē lelon se lelon, lelon mē lelon se lelon.

CHILDREN FRENCH

DIEU EN PREMIER

JE PROMETS:

- Je passer du temps pour parler à Jésus quand je me réveille chaque jour.
- Je prie pour faire pardonner et aimer les autres parce que cela peut être vraiment difficile.
- Je choisis des habitudes saines pour être capable d’entendre la voix de Dieu.
- Je parle de Jésus à tous mes amis et ma famille.
- Je fais du sabbat extra spécial, préparant clairement le vendredi.
- Avec l'aide de Dieu : DATE :
Download and print your I-Promise Commitment card now.
Share the card before and during the Stewardship Week of Revival.
https://stewardship.adventist.org/commitment-card-promise